


I’ve always thought of fall as a great time to up-

date my makeup bag…tossing out old items, 

assessing if I want to replace anything or look 

for new options. And just in time, I found out about 

this fantastic clean vegan line from Australia that 

just launched in the U.S.! Inika Organic is a com-

pany that is passionate about quality; all ingredients 

used are ethically sourced and derived from bo-

tanicals or minerals. And of course, all of the prod-

ucts are certified organic as well. So far, I’ve loved 

everything I’ve tried from the line. But I thought I 

would review the three products I like most; just on 

their own, they create a quick look to get you out 

the door.

For starters, the Certified Organic BB Cream 

is, quite simply, magical. It’s like a moisturizer, skin 

treatment, and light foundation all in one…and I 

swear it transforms my skin! It’s easy to apply and 

the sheer color is just enough to counteract any 

redness. Pairing it with a little Certified Organic Per-

fection Concealer under my eyes creates the per-

fect flawless complexion. A true multi-tasker, this 

product is also great for travel. I can’t recommend 

it highly enough! https://www.inikaorganic.com/

us/certified-organic-bb-cream

I’ve always been a fan of multi-taskers like the BB 

Cream, and this next one is perfect for just the right 

amount of color on lips and cheeks. Certified 
Organic Lip & Cheek Cream is the perfect 

color for softly rosy cheeks and a tint on the lips. 

It’s easy to apply and blend using fingertips, and 

small enough to fit in my makeup bag comfortably 

for touch-ups on the go. It’s the perfect way to give 
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that fresh look without appearing overdone. I keep 

it in my purse at all times! https://www.inikaorgan-

ic.com/us/certified-organic-lip-cheek-cream

The newest addition to Inika Organics may even 

be my favorite. I have struggled with vegan, clean 

mascara formulations for years…and most of the 

ones I’ve tried fall short of perfect. Either they are 

not water resistant and leave me with black streaks 

down my cheeks during cooking classes where I’m 

chopping onions, or they leave my lashes with a 

clumpy look or leave small black flakes under my 

eyes as the day wears on. And I can honestly say 

that none of the ones I’ve tried have ever really 

made me look like I had some decent lashes. But all 

of that changed when I tried Inika Organics New 
Long Lash Vegan Mascara. Simply put, I love 

everything about this formula. And that says a lot, 

because mascara is my least favorite makeup item. 

The brush is slim and long enough to reach a fair 

number of lashes at once. The formula is just the 

right consistency so it doesn’t clump on the brush or 

on my lashes. A few quick strokes get me AMAZING 

length and really make my eyes pop! And I learned 

a new trick from watching one of the videos that 

Inika put out on its Facebook page: Dust lashes first 

with Inika Organics Mineral Mattifying Powder (also 

useful to set concealer and foundation), and this 

serves as a primer to create even more dramatic 

lashes when applying the mascara! I won’t lie, this 

mascara is among the priciest I’ve ever invested in, 

but for its perfection, it’s more than worth it in my 

opinion. I’ve never had to struggle less to get my 

lashes to look so great, and it even stands up to the 

onion test. It’s also easy to remove using coconut 

oil and my cleanser. If you struggle with mascara 

too, definitely give this one a try! https://www.in-

ikaorganic.com/us/vegan-natural-mascara
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